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Food system is a new concept to understand the interaction as a chained system among actors and factors (materials, information, etc.) - relevant to foods from farmers to consumers via food manufacturing, wholesaling, retailing and catering industries. Food systems connect countries all over the world. We are making efforts to assess what is really going on in each country with theoretical framework introduced to analyze the food system.

Diversity of Farms and Agribusinesses

Without the farm, which is situated at the beginning of the food system, food to support human life will not be available. The advance of globalism (reduction of trade barriers, strengthening of free market principle), however, is pushing farms to the brink of closedown. The fair price and market based on institution should be reviewed.

In every country, farms are abundant in diversity with traditional family farms at one end and the huge multinational agribusinesses at the other. In Japan, community-based agricultural organizations are also vital. The characteristics and social raison d'etre of respective farms, and impacts on local communities and food supply should be brought to light.

Food System and North-South Problems

Coffee is a symbolic commodity of the North-South problem, which is produced in developing countries (Latin America, Africa, etc.) and heavily consumed in developed countries. The coffee futures price determined by coffee exchanges at the New York Board of Trade is applied for pricing of almost all coffee as the basic price.

The futures price has slumped to historic lows especially in 2001-02, which has obliged 25 million coffee producers all over the world to suffer from poverty. We are seeking solutions to alleviate their poverty such as reconstruction of the International Commodity Agreement and growth of fair trade coffee.

Food System and Food Safety

In these days of frequent food incidents including those caused by food poisoning through pathogenic microbes such as O157:H7, BSE, and false labeling of foods, we are urged to create a social system to ensure food safety. We are carrying out cross-national researches on food safety administration, risk analysis, risk perception of consumers and traceability in the food chain through interdisciplinary research groups.

* Traceability is the ability to follow the movement of a food in the food chain through identifying the food by linking the food and that information
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